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________________________________________________________________________________

Recent Activities/Items


Strategic Plan Update- Our second strategic plan meeting was held with the planning
committee on June 22nd at the Aviation Management Consulting Group’s (AMCG) offices. At
this meeting, the group reviewed the results of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities
and Threats (SWOT) online survey that members had completed since the first meeting in
June (results attached). The survey asked members to rate each SWOT element that was
discussed at the first meeting, on a scale from major to minor strength/weakness and major
to minor threat/opportunity. This exercise laid the groundwork for the June meeting’s
discussion about the Division’s mission, vision and values statement, identifying key terms
and words the group felt defines the Division based on the SWOT analysis. The discussion
about these statements was robust, and at our next meeting on July 22nd we will work to
refine these concepts into actual mission, vision and value statements. As part of that
exercise, AMCG compiled existing mission statements from other state aeronautics agencies
(attached), and as you’ll see, we have an opportunity to develop what could be the best
(and least bureaucratic-sounding) mission statement in the country.
Since our last update, Shahn has enhanced the Strategic Plan page on our website, which
includes detailed plan background information and Planning Committee makeup details. As
we move forward, we’ll continue to post the documents from each meeting on the web
page: https://www.codot.gov/programs/aeronautics/2017SP. The process is moving along
very well and on schedule, and the planning committee has been very engaged and
enthusiastic about the process.



2017 Denver International Airport Surplus Equipment Sale- As she does every year,
Kailtyn is again working closely with our partners at DEN to put togther another outstanding
surplus equipment sale. This year’s sale will take place on Wednesday August 16th, and there
will be a great selection of equipment available, including large runway brooms, fuel trucks,
dump trucks, airfield friction testers, runway lighting fixtures and other various equipment.
As discussed at previous CAB meetings, we are also working with other airports, notably
Colorado Springs (COS) to add additional equipment to the program. We expect that we will
hold another surplus sale in February for heavy airfield snow removal equipment from DEN
(and possibly COS) that will not be ready for sale in August- we’ll have more information
later in the year. As a reminder, the CAB approved $250,000 for the FY18 surplus program,
which we expect to be more than adequate for this year’s sale. We will have a detailed
recap of the surplus sale at the October 11th meeting.
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CAB Vacancy- Romaine Pacheco in the Governor’s office is reviewing applications for our
eastern plains CAB vacancy, will advise us of the selection in the very near future. In
preparation for that, we have thoroughly updated our CAB member orientation packet,
which was distributed to the CAB on June 29th. Please let me know if you have any feedback
on that packet.



Accounting/Administration Tech Temporary Position- Bryce and I are interviewing candidates
this week for our temporary accounting/admin technician, who will bridge the gap between
Christine Eldridge’s retirement on July 31st, and the selection of a candidate for the permanent
position, which is expected by September 1st. The job description for the permanent position is
complete, and is awaiting approval by CDOT HR. Once that approval is obtained, the position will
be advertised, and we will work to fill it as soon as possible.



Aviation Planner Position Vacancy- Program Manager Todd Green and I have been updating all
three of the planner position job descriptions, and will have the final versions to HR for their
review later this week. These job descriptions were last updated in 2015, so this round of updates
has been fairly minor and technical, aimed primarily at ensuring the descriptions reflect recently
adopted CDOT position reclassifications and current planner job duties. As noted in the previous
update, we hope to have this position filled by September 1st as well.



Division Office Improvements- For the past two years we have deferred several maintenance and
improvement items within our offices due to lack of funds. As a Division with our own facility, it is
our responsibility to plan, fund and conduct any necessary work to maintain our building. At the
end of FY17 we did have some funds available to take care of overdue plumbing maintenance,
including replacement of several leaking bathroom fixtures, replacement of leaking flush valves in
all toilets, replacement of a failing water meter and other related work. With a new fiscal year
starting July 1, we will be undertaking a few other small but overdue upgrades, which will include
replacement of the Division signage and entry mats to reflect the current Division/CDOT logos, and
replacement of the failing floor tile in our break room. We will also be replacing our ancient and
sagging conference room table and broken conference room chairs, and installing power and data
to the table under the floor. This will make the room and table more usable and efficient, and
eliminate the dangerous rats nest of cords that now run from the wall to the table.
Related to this work, we are developing a multi-year capital improvement/maintenance plan (CIP)
for all of our assets, including our building, something the Division has not done historically. This
internal plan will allow us to responsibly prioritize, budget and plan for significant capital and
maintenance expenses, including items such as our roof, carpet, break room appliances, window
coverings, paint, office furniture, signage and other key items. The CAB will be presented with the
plan as part of the FY19 budget approval process later this year.

Upcoming Events
July 22-

Front Range Airport Warbird and Car Show (Aeronautics will have a booth with our
Redbird flight simulator)

August 9-

CAB meeting at the Greeley/Weld Country Airport- 1:00 p.m.
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August 16-

DEN surplus equipment sale

Sept 10-13-

National Association of State Aviation Officials (NASAO) Annual ConferenceFairhope, AL. (Todd and Dave attending)

October 11- CAB meeting at the Division offices- 1:00 p.m.
October 12- Annual Division/FAA Airport/CIP Workshop- Front Range Airport
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SWOT ANALYSIS SURVEY RESULTS
I. INTRODUCTION
As part of the development of the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT)
Division of Aeronautics (Division) Strategic Plan, a survey was sent out on Thursday,
June 15, 2017 for the Planning Committee to provide understating of the Division and
provide framework for establishing the Division’s mission, vision, and goals.
II. SURVEY RESULTS OVERVIEW
A.

Strengths and Weakness Elements

Governance
The greatest strength in Governance was:
 Board
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Operations
The two greatest strengths in Operations were:
 Management and Staff
 Statewide Initiative Development
The two greatest weaknesses in Operations were:
 Offices
 Website
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Communications/Outreach
The two greatest strengths in Communications/Outreach were:
 With FAA
 With Airports
The two greatest weaknesses in Communications/Outreach were:
 With Elected Political Leadership
 With Other Stakeholders
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Statewide Initiatives
The three greatest strengths in Statewide Initiatives were:
 Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant Program (CDAG)
 Web-Based Information Management System (WIMS)
 Pavement Condition Indexing (PCI)
The three greatest weaknesses in Statewide Initiatives were:
 Aviation Education Grant Program
 Aviation State Infrastructure Bank (SIB) Loan Program
 Colorado Aviation Systems Plan
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Financial
The two greatest strengths in Financial were:
 Budgets
 Financial Statements
The two greatest weaknesses in Financial were:
 Financial Accounting Systems
 Financial Controls
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B.

Opportunities and Threat Elements

Governance
The greatest opportunity in Governance was:
 Division’s Forming Legislation
The greatest threat in Governance was:
 Board Members Appointment Process
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Operations
The greatest opportunities in Operations were:
 CDOT Division
 Management and Staff
The greatest threats in Operations were:
 Procurement/Contracting Policies
 CDOT Policies and Procedures
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Communications/Outreach
The greatest opportunities in Communications/Outreach were:
 With Airports
 With FAA
The greatest threats in Communications/Outreach were:
 Political Climate
 With CDOT
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Statewide Initiatives
The greatest opportunities in Statewide Initiatives were:
 Relationship with DIA
 Public Perception
The greatest threats in Statewide Initiatives were:
 Corporatization of ATC
 Pilot/Mechanic Shortage
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Financial
The greatest opportunities in Financial were:
 Funding Structure
 Existing Technology
The greatest threats in Financial were:
 Oil Price Fluctuations
 Property/Possessory Interest Tax
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I.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

A.

Governance

Board
1. Our current Board is a strength, but that varies with changes in the appointees.
Being a Type I Board gives us a lot of direct access to those that make decisions
about the future of the Division.
2. The Division has a strong Director and a very supportive Board.
3. Our Board has an amazing amount of passion and are always trying to better the
system of airports in Colorado.
4. Having an independent, type 1 governance board gives the Division flexibility and
nimbleness, along with a dedicated focus on aviation.
5. All board members are engaged, communicate, and are dedicated to ensuring
the success of Aeronautics.
6. The Board is able to provide legitimacy to the grant program (as an oversight
group) in the eyes of the public. Since the Division is required to present
information and issues to the Board in an understandable way, the Division is
made stronger in their ability to justify their positions and has a group of
champions for their cause.
B.

Operations

Management and Staff
1. Management and staff are highly qualified and dedicated; they are a major
strength of the Division.
2. The current Division staff of 7 is a very passionate and diverse group with
differing backgrounds which creates a major strength but in the recent past both
management and staff were a major weakness.
3. Staff is passionate, dedicated and vested in the success of our airports and the
Colorado Aviation System.
4. Outstanding staff and management. Very responsive and especially proactive.
5. The Management and Staff are viewed as a resource by airports and aviation
groups, and an information source for the public/media. They are accessible to
customers. Since they focus their efforts, they become experts.
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Offices
1. Not really qualified to respond but the staff seems to make the best of their
location.
2. Current offices are very conducive to productivity.
3. The Division enjoys an on-airport presence in dedicated and quality office space.
This provides us with a direct connection to our users, and creates an excellent
physical working environment.
4. The location has benefit, yet is highly inconvenient for meetings (to most). The
offices are very nice – well maintained and offer high utility.
5. Being at an airport subtly helps them to be viewed as part of the aviation
community they serve and work with.
Website
1. Website is well organized and useful; some minor fine-tuning could be applied.
2. The website is a great resource for the public but it has become a Goliath to try
and keep updated. There is a great deal of information on there that has not
been updated in years which can cause a lot of confusion for the public.
3. While the Division does have a great website with a great deal of data, we are
somewhat constrained on layout due to CDOT policies.
4. In the last 12 months the Web site has become a tremendous and very important
asset to the Board, community, and others.
5. It is a great source of information for Colorado aviation and is easily accessed by
the public.
Statewide Initiative Development
1. I think there is some overlap between Initiatives and Partnerships, which can be
a good thing.
2. There has been an immense amount of innovation in the Statewide Initiatives but
I start worrying that airports would think we are spending to much money on
them rather than the ever increasing need for pavement preservation projects.
3. Our statewide initiatives are one of our "biggest bangs for the buck", and provide
significant value to our system.
4. Short of fiscal issues that we have had, when in the black, this is the prime
strength and objective.
5. Their knowledge of CDOT activities and airport needs, combined with their
contacts with other agencies or organizations, makes them perfectly suited to
develop statewide initiatives.
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Partnerships
1. Partnerships were not really delineated in the list of SWOT attributes distributed,
but maybe this is a good discussion point for next mtg.
2. This is greatly dependent on current management. In the past, relationships were
not fostered and this became a weakness.
3. The Division enjoys strong partnerships with key entities and state aviation
associations, along with great relationships with individual pilots, users and
airport managers.
4. This is an area I think needs more reflection on. However, with the caution that
partnerships can dilute the effort, so strategy is vital here.
5. Partnerships with CDOT divisions, airports, aviation organizations and federal
agencies provides the Division with great access to information, knowledge of
available resources and capabilities. Since they also see needs, they are able to
use partnerships to link people together to meet needs. Similarly, they can link
resources of likeminded groups together making them stronger.
C.

Communications/Outreach

With CDOT
1. It seems there is so much turnover down at CDOT HQ that we never can talk to
the same person about our needs.
2. We have excellent communications and outreach with all of our constituents,
which is a major strength for us. It perhaps is not as strong with elected officials.
With Board
1. At meetings, our Board is very engaged but via electronic communication our
Board can be very lackluster and frustrating.
With Airports
1. All three planners have developed great relationships with all of our airports. The
tough part revolves around the never ending turnover of airport management.
2. Since the Division works with airports, they often understand the needs of
individual airports and can share the needs with those who have the ability to
help. They can also share the position of airports.
With FAA
1. Not informed enough to say.
2. Communication has never been better with the ADO. Our planners can call up
anyone in that office at anytime.
3. FAA considers the Division a partner, making the state more successful in
accessing federal programs.
2017 CDOT Division of Aeronautics Strategic Plan, 06/22/2017
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With Elected Political Officials
1. Politicians view the Division as a reliable source of information and
representative of aviation in Colorado.
With Government Agencies
1. Not informed enough to say.
2. This need to be investigated in a very strategic way – trust management is very
important in this area.
With Other Stakeholders
1. Those aspects of comms/outreach I am aware of have consistently been
excellent.
2. Again, an area that may need greater development.
D.

Statewide Initiatives

Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant Program (CDAG)
1. NO COMMENTS
Web-Based Information Management System (WIMS)
1. The Division has become one of the leaders in innovation nationwide with this
program.
2. This becomes a powerful source of information and even forces airports to think
through their plans in an easy way.
Automated Weather Observing System (AWOS)
1. This program is very widely used by pilots and can definitely be used to me the
Safety Peak for CDOT.
2. Fills a need that would not be met otherwise.
Aviation Management Internship Program
1. This is one of the most successful programs the Division has been involved in.
The one area where it could be considered a weakness is that the Division does
not have much oversight on the intern. We probably should require some status
reports from the interns themselves on the success of the program.
Colorado Airport Directory
1. This is a program pilots love but often there is incorrect information included in
the book that isn't updated. There is not a lot of oversight on this program and all
updates need to be made manually. There needs to be a central data warehouse
for all of the data included.
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Colorado Aeronautical Chart
1. NO COMMENTS
Pavement Crack-Fill Program
1. I would like to find a way to make this program mandatory to ensure our
pavements last as long as possible.
2. Fills a common need and extends the life of infrastructure, making airport
expenditures more effective. Also makes it cheaper for airports to maintain their
infrastructure.
Economic Impact Study of Colorado Airports
1. Provides useful information for individual airports and by having one statewide
study, it provides powerful information for the entire state.
Pavement Condition Indexing (PCI)
1. Although most state Divisions provide this service, I consider Colorado's program
one of the best because we actually have our planners performing the
inspections. This gives our planners first hand knowledge of what’s going on at
airports and how their pavements are performing.
Surplus Equipment Sales
1. This has saved the State and the airports a great deal of money by not having to
purchase brand new equipment.
Colorado Aviation Systems Plan
1. The current systems plan is too old to be considered a strength.
2. This document can provide some direction for the Division's grant program but is
now referenced very often.
USDA Wildlife Services Program
1. Leverages an expense that many airports have. The program makes it less
expensive for each airport.
Airport Sustainability Program
1. The amount of time and effort that has been put into Sustainability for what we
have/will get out of it has taken away from time spent on other strengths of the
Division.
2. Need to find a way to encourage airport use of the program.
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Aviation Education Grant Program
1. Should be expanded.
2. This program has been use sporadically and never really had any direction on its
intent and expectations.
3. Although funded in the past with good intentions, the lack of unified goals and
eligibility criteria made it difficult for applicants to grasp as well as for Division
staff.
4. This has not been a major strength as of late due to financial circumstances, but
could be improved going forward, and once those circumstances improve.
5. This is an area that I believe goodwill and PR can be leveraged to (a) add value
to Aeronautics and (b) develop strategic partnerships.
Aviation State Infrastructure Bank (SIB) Loan Program
1. The SIB was once a major strength of the office, but over the past 6 years has
gone downhill and it is now a hard program to stand behind and encourage
airports to participate in. I believe the intent of the program is no longer in sight.
2. There are a lot of barriers to the use of this program. Not all airports can even
use this because of "Debrucing". Need to find a use for the nearly $14M in this
fund. Need to not see this fund like a bank and actually use it to get projects
done throughout the state.
3. Although this program creates great opportunity and alternative funding for some
airports, the process for securing a loan and eligibility requirements can be a
barrier for many airports, resulting in the under-utilization of the program.
5010 Airport Inspection Program
1. In addition to providing a service, it gives the Division direct access to airports
and allows them to have regular contact with the airports.
Remote Tower Project
1. Very successful project but only for a handful of airports. VERY COSTLY
PROGRAM!
2. This program has the ability to be a major strength; however, due to the large
investment required, it's strength depends on whether or not the program
receives FAA certification.
3. This project, and cutting edge projects like it, are a key part of the Division's
DNA, and I'm eager to always be pursuing a ground breaking opportunity like
this.
4. Success in this project will make involved airports more cost effective, and will
make Colorado be seen as a leader in the nation.
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E.

Financial

Financial Accounting Systems
1. As history has shown this has been a major weakness in the past, but is
strengthening as time goes one and better forecasting and communication
internal and external to the office increases.
2. SAP is a bear to use and only a handful of people know how to do more than just
enter their timesheet.
3. CDOT wide, the accounting system could be described as lacking and
complicated.
4. This reflects past practice. Major improvements have been made, and scores will
increase as changes take hold.
5. The Division's recent improvements in all of these areas have turned this from a
major weakness just a little over two years ago to a major/moderate strength
today.
Financial Controls
1. This obviously got us into trouble in the past but with our current staff this is a
strength.
2. This reflects past practice. Major improvements have been made, and scores will
increase as changes take hold.
3. This could also be a strength, but it can slow down or constrain the Division.
Financial Statements
1. The Division has generally tried to be transparent with regard to its financial
condition.
2. This reflects past practice. Major improvements have been made, and scores will
increase as changes take hold.
3. Clear, and highly defined (and usable) reporting on financial issues is
paramount...huge improvement in this area over last 12 months. I think this can
be leveraged even more for increased goodwill.
Budgets
1. I think since Dave Ulane has been Director there has been a more realistic
budget process in place, particularly with regard to fuel sales forecasting. I can
only see this improving further.
2. This reflects past practice. Major improvements have been made, and scores will
increase as changes take hold.
3. Demonstrates to the public that the Division is acting in a responsible way.
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II.

OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS

A.

Governance

Division’s Forming Legislation
1. The flexibility afforded the CAB and the Division through our enabling CRS is a
significant opportunity.
2. The legislation could be improved a little, but improving it could open the door to
changes that are harmful.
Board Members Appointment Process
1. While the Board member appointment process has worked out well for the
Division, it is a political process, and in my mind, could be viewed as a threat
depending on how appointments are made, who is appointed and why, the
approach of the Governor's office, and political influence.
2. Good people on the Board can be great advocates for the Division and lend
credibility. They can also assist the Division in making good decisions.
B.

Operations

Management and Staff
1. There is a chance of not getting good candidates for new positions with little
room for advancement and compensation less than the private sector.
2. With more staff, the Division would be able to accomplish its objectives more
rapidly.
3. The hard part about a small staff is there is not a lot of advancement opportunity.
4. Lack of CAB and Division control over CDOT administrative requirements and
processes can make it difficult for the staff to adapt to the demands of the
aviation system and leave little opportunity for staff growth and promotion.
5. Division compensation and benefits are established not just externally to the
Division, but to CDOT as well. Relatively static compensation can be viewed as a
threat to recruitment and retention.
CDOT Division
1. While still a Division of CDOT, our CAB governance does provide a degree of
autonomy and separation from CDOT bureaucracy that is certainly an
opportunity.
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CDOT Policies and Procedures
1. Because the Division is not funded with any General Fund Money, the policies
and procedures of CDOT often do not make sense for how the Division needs to
do business. Specifically, year end processes.
2. The Division is still a part of CDOT and beholden to their policies and
procedures. Changes to those that might no be beneficial to the Division could be
a threat.
3. This is an area that should be reviewed and subsequently revised with
staff/management involvement.
4. CDOT is a large division with a focus that may not always include the Division.
Policies coming from the large organization may not always be in the best
interest of the Division.
Procurement/Contracting Policies
1. The amount of time it takes for routine contracting and the amount of training that
we get from the Procurement office is less than desirable at best.
2. Procurement and Contracting are one of the most frustrating things about being
part of CDOT. It should not take 6 months to get an RFQ on the street. We used
to do contracting in house but when CDOT took that over it can now take over a
month. Opposite of process improvement.
3. Although well intended and purposeful from certain perspectives, contracting
procedures do not always align with needs of the Division's aviation programs.
4. Again, we still need to follow CDOT's procurement/contracting policies and those
can be burdensome, inefficient and time consuming, impacting our nimbleness.
5. Policies from a large organization can slow and constrain progress. However,
this can also be an opportunity because of the leverage provided with large
contracts/procurements already being done at CDOT.
C.

Communications/Outreach

With CDOT
1. Continually improved communications and outreach with all of these are
opportunities to be capitalized on.
2. Positive relations with other CDOT Divisions can produce important support for
the Division.
With CDOT
1. Continually improved communications and outreach with all of these are
opportunities to be capitalized on.
2. Positive relations with other CDOT Divisions can produce important support for
the Division.
2017 CDOT Division of Aeronautics Strategic Plan, 06/22/2017
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With Airports
1. Strong airport relationships allow the Division to be a powerful representative for
them. It also allows them to identify great project opportunities.
With FAA
1. Prevents duplication of effort and can produce opportunities to leverage funds.
With Other Stakeholders
1. NO COMMENTS
Political Climate
1. This can be a threat also, but with the recent rise in opinion that there should be
more local and state control, it is more of an opportunity.
Educational Institutions
1. NO COMMENTS
D.

Statewide Initiatives

Relationship with DIA
1. Critical to continue to maintain a good relationship with the biggest economic
contributor in the state.
2. This could be both a threat and opportunity, based on relationship with current
and future DEN director.
3. As the primary revenue aviation tax generator for Colorado, our relationship with
DEN is a major opportunity.
4. Critical – top priority.
5. DIA has a powerful voice and partnership between them and the Division can
produce a powerful public image.
Corporatization of ATC
1. How will this effect remote towers?
2. If the Division can find common ground between the two side of this issue it could
be very positive for the Division's stature.
3. Efforts to corporatize ATC could have a significant impact on GA in Colorado,
and in my mind represents a major threat.
4. Most believe this will curtail GA, and make the US GA system equal to European
and other national GA systems (i.e., only for the most affluent)
5. The real threat is in a corporatization that is run by airlines. Airlines do not have
the best interest of aviation in mind. They have costs to airlines as their primary
motivation. All other aspects of aviation would suffer and, in the long run, airlines
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themselves would suffer from the lack of a strong aviation system supporting
them.
Public Perception
1. Very important to continue to tout the economic benefits of aviation in the state.
2. Public perception of GA and our airports system can be a threat, particularly if
there is a significant GA accident, security issue or airport noise problem. But this
one can also be a major opportunity, one we could use to broaden the general
public's awareness and appreciation of aviation and airports.
3. Needs strategic bolstering to help ensuring the foundation for Aeronautics and its
sustainability.
4. Public perception of GA and the benefit of aviation to communities is critical to
long term success for the Division reaching its goals.
Pilot/Mechanic Shortage
1. Not sure if the Division is able to muster any action on this issue.
2. Challenges in this arena will continue to make it difficult for some airports to
retain and recruit air service, FBO's or aircraft service. However, like public
perception, it could also be an opportunity.
3. Huge problem -- causing US airlines to fall behind in global air service. Very
bureaucratic and not grounded in valid process for pilot capabilities and quals.
E.

Financial

Funding Structure
1. Unsure how much this can change, or if it should.
2. This is very opportunistic when oil prices are good and bad when they are not.
Our current contingency plan should leave this as an opportunity.
3. The Division's existing funding structure is one of our greatest opportunities, in
that it provides a great deal of resources for us to do great things. At the same
time, it is also a major threat, in that if it changes or is eliminated, so are the great
things we do.
4. Lack of long term stability can be a threat.
Funding Support from Airlines
1. If airlines were exempt from our fuel tax we would not be able to do 15% of the
things we accomplish today.
2. Important to maintain or enhance this stream of support.
3. Airlines are always profit first. This could jeopardize their future support of the
funding.
4. Same as above- both threat and opportunity.
5. Is also an opportunity, but long term it may not be stable.
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Existing Technology
1. Streamlining opportunities within the state for UAS operators, within FAA rules,
will enhance the Division's status. Details how are unknown.
2. Although we are usually on the leading edge of technology I worry we may be
falling behind in use of UAS.
3. Although UAS has obvious opportunities for its users, it poses competitive,
safety, and operational challenges to traditional aircraft users and airports.
4. UAS and their integration into our work at the Division can be a great opportunitywe could find newer and more efficient ways to use them for work like 5010
inspections and PCI.
5. Over-regulation of these technologies is slowing down development, so that
could be a threat. Finding creative ways to use technology is the opportunity.
Future Technology
1. How will new users of the system, especially those that do not buy fuel help
financially support the system?
2. Exciting, with the SunFlyer and Boom Aerospace in town.
3. The future is unknown which is a threat and a weakness.
4. While there is opportunity with any new technology, there is also threat. In the
case of electric airplanes, their lack of fuel consumption result in no contribution
to our aviation fund, at least under current legislation. New polices and legislation
will likely be necessary to work around this.
5. Future technology can be a great opportunity and development needs to be
encouraged. Over-regulation can discourage development.
User Tax
1. Not sure if this means user fees as envisioned by the President's budget, but if it
does it is a major threat to be addressed.
2. Colorado is a very aviation tax friendly state, and any efforts to add a user or
property tax could be a threat.
3. As long as the tax is not burdensome and stifling to users, it removes the
perception that aviation is a drain on the public.
Property/Possessory Interest Tax
1. Not informed enough to respond.
2. Colorado is a very aviation tax friendly state, and any efforts to add a user or
property tax could be a threat.
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SWOT ANALYSIS SURVEY COMMENTS
Oil Price Fluctuations
1. Oil prices are both a major threat when they are low and a major opportunity
when they are high, but our new forecasting model and contingency we are
attempting to take away as much threat as possible.
2. Oil will continue to fluctuate and the Division must adjust its revenue expectations
and budget accordingly, which Dave Ulane has been on top of.
3. Volatility will always be a threat.
4. With 80% of our revenue based on the volume and price of a commodity,
fluctuations are a significant threat if prices decline. However, increases have the
opposite effect.
5. With the new process for managing this threat in place at the Division, it seems
to only be a minor threat now.
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STATE AVIATION AGENCY MISSION STATEMENTS
Following is a list of current state aviation agency mission statements.
 Alabama – Serve the local airport operators and general public by assuring that aviation
fuel taxes are spent on projects and research that will preserve and enhance Alabama's
air transportation system. Ensuring the long-term safety and efficiency of Alabama's
airports is essential to the state's transportation system.
 Alaska – Sustain and improve the quality of life throughout Alaska.
 Arkansas – Create a safer, more desirable atmosphere for state aeronautical activities
while improving to better serve the state’s communities and industry.
 California – Foster and promote the development of a safe, efficient, dependable and
environmentally compatible air transportation system.
 Colorado – Promote partnering with its public and private constituents to enhance
aviation safety, aviation education, and the development of an effective air transportation
system through the efficient administration of the Colorado Aviation Fund.
 Connecticut – Provide the most efficient, Effective, Convenient, and Safe Use of State
Aviation to our users and other customers.
 Delaware – Excellence in Transportation. Every Trip, Every Mode, Every Dollar, and
Everyone.
 Florida – Provide a safe and secure air transportation system that ensures the mobility
of people and goods, enhances economic prosperity, and preserves the quality of our
environment and communities.
 Georgia – Assuring that publicly owned airports in Georgia are safe, adequate, and well
maintained. Georgia DOT serves two primary functions in providing airport aid: Airport
Development and Aviation Planning.
 Hawaii – Develop, manage and maintain a safe and efficient global air transportation
organization.
 Idaho – Provide the highest quality, most effective, efficient, and safest airport system
for all users of aviation services. To this end, the Division of Aeronautics plans and
implements essential programs, services and projects to develop, encourage, and foster
an exemplary system of airports that meet the current and future requirements of a
growing and diverse Idaho aviation community.
 Indiana – Encourage, foster, and assist in the development of aeronautics in this state
while also encouraging the establishment of airports, landing fields, and other navigation
facilities.
 Iowa – Build cooperative working relationships, advocate for opportunities to strengthen
aviation, coordinating outreach programs, maintain a comprehensive data collection
system, and manage programs that promote a safe and secure air transportation system
in the state.
 Kansas – Provide a statewide transportation system to meet the needs of the state.
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STATE AVIATION AGENCY MISSION STATEMENTS
 Kentucky – Provide a safe and secure air transportation system that ensures the mobility
of people and goods, enhances economic prosperity, and preserves the quality of our
environment and communities.
 Louisiana – Improve the aviation infrastructure to insure a safe, modern, and well
managed system of airports which provides convenient and efficient access to the state
for tourism, commerce, industrial interest, recreation and economic development and
continually modernize the state's public airports to meet the changing needs of the
aviation community.
 Maryland – Foster the vitality of aviation statewide and promote safe and efficient
operations, economic viability, and environmental stewardship.
 Massachusetts – Promote aviation throughout the Commonwealth, while providing an
efficient, integrated airport system that will enhance airport safety, economic
development, and environmental stewardship.
 Michigan – Develop and preserve a safe, high quality state-wide air transportation
system.
 Mississippi – develop a safe and effective air transportation system in the State of
Mississippi.
 Missouri – Administer state and federal funding for airport maintenance, capital
improvements projects, conduct safety inspections, maintain airport system plan, provide
airfield safety equipment, and promote aviation education.
 Montana – Provide a transportation system and services that emphasize quality, safety,
cost effectiveness, economic vitality, and sensitivity to the environment.
 Nebraska – Encourage and facilitate the development of aviation in Nebraska.
 Nevada – Ensure that Nevada's general aviation public-use and private-use airports
meet applicable safety requirements and provide maximum utility to their communities
and the flying public.
 New Hampshire – Preserve and promote a system of airports necessary to guarantee
the future of air transportation in New Hampshire.
 New Jersey – Fosters the development of an efficient air transportation system that
responds to the needs of its users and the public.
 New York – Provide responsive and responsible leadership in addressing New York's
diverse aviation needs.
 North Carolina – Responsible for all aviation functions regarding state system planning,
airport and aviation system development, and funding the construction and improvement
of airports throughout the state.
 North Dakota – Provide economic and technical assistance for the aviation community
while ensuring the safe and cost effective advancement of aviation in North Dakota.
 Ohio – Perform a number of diverse functions to meet the needs of aviation customers.
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 Oklahoma – Foster growth of the aerospace industry and ensure that the needs of
commerce and communities are met by the state’s public airports that comprise the
state’s air transportation system.
 Oregon – The Oregon Department of Aviation serves Oregon through a three-fold focus
of advocating for the economic growth, infrastructure improvement and safe operation of
aviation in Oregon.
 Rhode Island – Create a safe, secure, efficient and convenient air transportation system
by developing, promoting, and managing the airport system.
 South Carolina – Foster air and economic development by overseeing the safety and
development of the state's public use airports, by providing safe and reliable air
transportation for state government and business prospects; and by providing aviation
education opportunities.
 South Dakota – SDDOT's Air, Rail, and Transit program provides planning and
engineering expertise to communities interested in improving or building airports.
 Tennessee – Licensing public airports, monitoring compliance with federal grants and
providing flight services for branches of state government and insures the operational
safety and efficiency of the state aviation facilities system.
 Utah – Promote and foster aviation in Utah by providing safe and functional airport
systems as an integral part of the statewide transportation program. Supply safe and
efficient air transportation to state agencies and those conducting state business.
Provide quality maintenance for state-owned aircraft. Be team oriented and sensitive to
the needs of each individual in the organization and customers.
 Vermont – Promote a vibrant air transportation system in Vermont by assuring a safe,
well-maintained system of public use airports, while also promoting aviation to develop
sustainability in Vermont's aviation industry and at our airports.
 Virginia – Cultivate an advanced aviation system that is safe, secure, and provides for
economic development, promote aviation awareness and education, and provide the
safest and most efficient flight services for the Commonwealth Leadership and State
agencies.
 Washington – Advocate for preservation of aviation facilities, safe air transportation,
airport capacity to meet demand, and mitigate environment impacts.
 West Virginia – Fosters and assists in the development of aeronautics in West Virginia
and encourages the establishment of airports and air navigation facilities.
 Wisconsin – Provide leadership to maintain and develop a safe and efficient air
transportation system by assisting airport sponsors to identify, manage, and address the
many challenges they face.
 Wyoming – To provide a safe, high quality, and efficient transportation system.
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STATE AVIATION AGENCY VISION STATEMENTS
Following is a list of current state aviation agency vision statements.
 Alaska – By 2025 we lead the world in rural aviation reliability service and safety
management.
• We will implement and regularly update metrics of progress
• We will proactively address challenges and opportunities
• We will collaborate to achieve efficiencies and improve performance
• We will affirm & invest in our #1 resource . . . People
 Delaware –
•

Every Trip - We strive to make every trip taken in Delaware safe, reliable and
convenient for people and commerce.
• Every Mode - We provide safe choices for travelers in Delaware to access
roads, rails, buses, airways, waterways, bike trails, and walking paths.
• Every Dollar - We seek the best value for every dollar spent for the benefit of all.
• Everyone - We engage our customers and employees with respect and courtesy
as we deliver our services.
 Florida – Serving the people of Florida by facilitating the development of the nation’s
most efficient air transportation system.
 Maryland – The Maryland aviation system will be the "Easy Come, Easy Go" gateway to
the world.
 Oregon – Advocate for safe operation of aviation in Oregon and the growth and
economic development of airports and their communities.
 Virginia – The Department of Aviation will be the standard of excellence amongst state
aviation agencies. We will make the Virginia aviation system the model air transportation
system, providing Virginia communities economic development opportunities and
convenient access to the national air transportation system.
 Wyoming – To enhance the economic well-being and quality of life in Wyoming by
working with public and private partners to produce a safe and efficient aviation system.
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5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Colorado Aeronautical Board
Bryce Shuck, Business Manager
July 11th, 2017
DIVISION FINANCIAL SLIDES

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Here is a brief overview of the June month end & FY17 year-end numbers from the
financial dashboard slides. Please note that due to the state fiscal year end, and some
of the timing delays with reporting in SAP, these numbers should be considered
unofficial for the time being, but they do portray an accurate enough picture to report
on; any additional relevant information will be available at our CAB Meeting on August
9th. Should you have any questions or concerns, don’t hesitate to reach out.
Slide A
- Ending cash balance for the month was -$2,403,117. This is down $1,018,580
from May closing balance of -$1,384,537. This was expected as relayed to the
CAB at the meeting in June. This is due to the expected large amount of
drawdowns in June, combined with the timing of the state fiscal year end. It is
expected that the cash balance will improve noticeably in the month of July.
Slide B
- Original budgeted revenue was $17M, and we adjusted our forecast update to
$19.5M in October 2016, and again to $23M at the CAB meeting in February.
Current year end numbers show revenues of $23,879,440 which is 3.8% over
forecast.
Slide C
- Sales tax revenues for the month were $1.69M, which was for April 2017 filings.
Refunds totaled $1.23M which was for March 2017 filings.
Slide D
- Excise tax revenues for the month were $184K, which was for April 2017 filings.
Refunds totaled $169K, which was for March 2017 filings, and previously
unclaimed amounts.
- We’ve had some inconsistencies with new reporting from our contact at DOR
regarding Excise refunds, but the errors are fixed, and shouldn’t occur moving
forward.
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Slide E
- Gallons of fuel used at Denver International Airport for the month of June was
a new record high of 41.2M gallons. In comparison, May 2017 had 37.0M gallons.
June 2016 had 38.9M gallons. So year over year, there is an increase of 2.3M
gallons for a 6% increase. July is forecasted to set another record with 42.4M
gallons forecasted by ASIG (DEN fuel supplier) for fuel consumption at DEN.
Slide F
- Year-end administration costs ended up at $916K, this is approximately 86% of
our budgeted maximum for admin costs, which was capped at $1.066M.
Division Financial Outlook Slide
- To best represent the fluidity of our recovery date, we have switched to an
expected date range of recovery, rather than a specific month. Based on June
year end numbers, we currently anticipate the Division’s recovery to a positive
cash position between January-March 2018.
-

As always, there is inherent risk with producing a set date, but based on the
best data possible, and the forecasted revenues/expenses, this would be the
forecasted range in which the fund would cross over into a consistent positive
balance.

Budget v Actuals Slide
- Shows the raw forecasted numbers we are currently trending at, in comparison
to the initial budget.
- Of note, instead of a deficit of $473k for the year as originally budgeted, we
are now looking at a surplus in the neighborhood of $3.7M for FY2017
- Fuel revenues were up $6.9M from where they were initially budgeted.
Accordingly, refunds paid to airports are up $2.85M from their initial budgeted
numbers.
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CDOT: Division of Aeronautics
Colorado Aeronautical Board - Financial Dashboard
Reporting Month:
Data Current Through:
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DIVISION FINANCIAL OUTLOOK
Updated July 10, 2017
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CDOT Division of Aeronautics
FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Reporting Month:
SAP Data Period:
Budget FY17

Forecast FY17

JUN
12

2017

Forecast to Budget

FY17 YE Actuals

Variance

Actual & Forecast
to Budget Variance

YTD REVENUE
FUEL REVENUES
OTHER REVENUES
TOTAL REVENUE

$16,940,000
$60,000
$17,000,000

$23,866,434
$13,006
$23,879,440

$6,926,434
($46,994)
$6,879,440

$23,866,434
$13,006
$23,879,440

$6,926,434
($46,994)
$6,879,440

YTD EXPENSE
ADMINISTRATION
DISCRETIONARY GRANTS
FUEL REFUNDS
INTERN PROGRAMS
FAA GRANTS
STATEWIDE INITIATIVES
TOTAL EXPENSE

$1,066,550
$2,619,714
$12,220,664
$150,000
$0
$1,415,882
$17,472,810

$915,570
$3,667,998
$15,066,702
$75,171
$0
$945,714
$20,671,155

($150,980)
$1,048,284
$2,846,038
($74,829)
$0
($470,168)
$3,198,345

$915,570
$3,667,998
$15,066,702
$75,171
$0
$945,714
$20,671,155

($150,980)
$1,048,284
$2,846,038
($74,829)
$0
($470,168)
$3,198,345

($472,810)

$3,208,285

$3,681,095

$3,208,285

SURPLUS/DEFICIT
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June 30, 2017
From: William E. Payne, P.E.
To:
Colorado Division of Aeronautics
Section A – Blended Airspace/Remote Air Traffic Control Contract Progress Report #11
Re:

Period: June 1, 2017 through June 30, 2017

Remote Tower Project Narrative:
A vendor has been selected by the FAA team. The FAA Contracting Office, supported by the
evaluation team, has begun the other transaction agreement (OTA) negotiations with the
vendor.
A teleconference which included the Director of Aeronautics, the Northern Colorado Regional
Airport Manager, FAA Contracting Officer and the NextGen remote tower team was held on
June 12, 2017 to discuss lease of the airport terminal building to house the remote tower control
room and supporting elements. The airport agreed to provide the terminal at no-cost, with the
project paying for the utilities.
During the June 12th teleconference, the Director of Aeronautics explained that the remote tower
project is supported by the State of Colorado, beginning with the Governor, and including the
Colorado Congressional Delegation. He reiterated the need to move out smartly with selection
of the vendor and installation of the remote tower system.
Several iterations of the OTA have been made as a result of discussions with the vendor. Below
are four key elements of the OTA:
1. The vendor will furnish all mission critical equipment at no cost to the Program as is
required by the OTA. To recap, under an OTA, the FAA is not allowed to purchase
equipment.
2. The vendor will furnish all required elements of the Minimum Equipment List (MEL),
again to avoid FAA purchase and installation of equipment.
3. In order to avoid becoming entangled in the FAA’s Acquisition Management System
(AMS), the vendor will design and install all infrastructure necessary to support the
remote tower system. Remodel of the terminal, as necessary, will be included in the
infrastructure design and construction cost under the OTA. These two tasks will be
reimbursable to the vendor under the OTA and will save time and money.
4. The vendor will enter into a no-cost lease of the Northern Colorado Regional Airport
terminal to house the controller work station and remote tower supporting equipment. It
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was decided to make this a reimbursable element of the OTA to avoid the FAA’s real
estate process, which is cumbersome and very time consuming.
In an effort to assist the vendor, I have furnished them a copy of the MEL we developed in the
design of ATCTs. This list has been modified to meet the specific requirements of the remote
tower system.
Currently we are awaiting the final markup of the OTA from the vendor reflecting inclusion of the
above items.
The vendor has indicated a desire to perform an initial site visit/survey on or about the 10th of
July. We are waiting for final approval from FAA to proceed.
In order to support the site survey, I have requested that the have a Technical Interchange
Meeting (TIM) to clearly define:
1. System architecture;
2. Infrastructure requirements;
3. Facility configuration in support of modification of the FNL terminal building.

1.0

Program Description/Background
Phase III, remote airport traffic control tower is a unique NextGen concept that is the
logical next step from those begun in Phases I, II and III of the Colorado Surveillance
Project to enhance safety and optimize efficiency at selected Colorado airports.
Tasks:
1. Concept of Operations
Effort this Period: No Activity this period.
The concept of operations will be modified after the vendor’s system is identified
to capture the specific design element of their platform.
2. Concept of Use
Effort this Period: No activity this period.
This activity will begin after a system/vendor is selected. Given the dynamic
nature of the ConOps process, there may be no need for the ConUse document
as it will be folded into the ConOps as a result of the test program.
3. Safety Analysis
Effort this Period: No activity this period.
This activity cannot start until the remote tower system is installed, optimized,
and controllers are on the team.
2
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4. Requirements Document
Effort this Period: The requirements document was modified for inclusion in the
RFI along with the concept of operation.
The high level functional requirements were included in the RFI.
The system requirements will be negotiated as part of the OTA.
2.0

Project Scope

Task Narrative:
Vendor evaluation and selection.
1.

Pre-implementation - The responses to the RFI published on November 23, 2016
by the FAA have been evaluated.
Effort this Period: Vendor 2 met with the team on May 23rd and 24th along with
the FAA Contracting Officer.

2.

Vendor Selection – A vendor, has been selected with which to negotiate the
OTA.
Effort this Period: OTA negotiations are underway. Vendor 2 is expected to
respond to the issues raised during the May 23rd and 24th meetings.

3.0

Tasks Supporting the Scope of Work
William E. Payne serves as the Program Manager, attending all project meetings as the
technical representative for the Division of Aeronautics to ensure that the project meets
the requirements of the Division and Colorado airports, and will monitor the project
budget as necessary.
Task Narrative:
The NextGen team has identified the vendor with which to begin negotiating the OTA.

4.0

Pre-Implementation
Task Narrative:
THIS TASK WILL NOT BEGIN UNTIL A VENDOR IS SELECTED.
Tasks:
4.1

Evaluate the vendors’ technical approach as presented in their proposal.

3
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Effort this period: The vendor’s technical approach is being discussed as part of
negotiating the OTA.

4.2

Participate in System and configuration design.
4.2.1

Review and approve the vendor’s proposed system configuration.
Effort this period: The vendor is preparing the system configuration and
system requirements.

4.2.2

Attend the Post Award Conference, First Article Testing (FAT) and
Technical Interchange Meeting (TIM).
Effort this period: No activity this period.
The Post Award Conference cannot be held until a vendor is chosen and
the OTA executed.
FAT and TIMs will begin after a vendor has been selected and the OTA
executed. As part of FAT, the configuration control board (CCB) will begin
evaluation of the proposed system’s technical configuration after system
is identified.

4.3

Finalize the following:
4.3.1

Concept of Operations (ConOps). The ConOps is the controlling
document describing the concept of the project and methods to support
the concept.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
Once a vendor’s system has been chosen and its capabilities understood,
the ConOps will be modified to conform with the system’s functional
capabilities.

4.3.2

Concept of Use (ConUse) – The ConUse document describes how the
ConOps is to be used by the controllers as it relates to the Controller
Handbook (FAA Order 7110.65).
Effort this period: No activity this period
If a ConUse document is required, it will be fully developed when the
system functional capabilities are identified.

4
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4.3.3

Requirements Documents (RD) – The RD describes a minimum set of
capabilities for the system, airport, changes and adaptations to existing
systems employed to support the ConOps.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
The Draft RD will be finalized to conform to the specific requirements of
the Northern Colorado Regional Airport.

4.3.4

Safety Risk Management Document (SRMD) – The SRMD is the
controlling document that permits the system to be operated in the NAS,
delineating hazards and the mitigation of those hazards.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
The SRMD process will begin when the system has been installed and
adapted to the FNL environment and a Safety Risk Management Panel
(SRMP) is identified.

4.3.5

Develop System and configuration test plan.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
The system and configuration test plan will begin after a vendor’s system
has been chosen.

5.0

Implementation:
Implementation Narrative:
THIS TASK WILL NOT BEGIN UNTIL A VENDOR HAS BEEN SELECTED AND THE
SITE SURVEY IS COMPLETE.

Tasks:
5.1

Program meetings and associated travel.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
Implementation program meetings will start when implementation of the chosen
vendor’s system begins.

5.2

Vendor/FAA Site Survey
5.2.1

Attend vendor site survey activities and review final site survey report.
5
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Effort this period: No activity this period.
The FAA NextGen team has performed two very preliminary site surveys;
this activity will begin in earnest once the vendor is selected.
Vendor Site survey activities will occur shortly after a vendor is selected.

5.2.2

Review and approve infrastructure requirements and program (Fort
Collins) cost implications based on the site survey report.
Effort this period:

No activity this period.

Some limited infrastructure requirements have been identified
(communication and power). Final infrastructure requirements will be
determined when the specific system is identified.

5.3

System Implementation and Equipment Deployment.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
System implementation and equipment deployment will begin after an OTA is
executed with the selected vendor.

5.4

Certification Criteria Development.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
Development of the certification criteria will commence when the chosen system
is selected. Further refinement of the Certification Criteria will require
implementation of the vendor’s system.

5.5

Safety Risk Management Document (SRMD): Participate in the Safety Risk
Management Panel (SRMP) development of the SRMD.
5.5.1

Develop Physical Hazards Analysis (PHA).
Effort this period: No activity this period.
The PHA development will begin when the SRMP is established.

5.5.2

Develop System/subsystem Hazard Analysis (SSHA).
Effort this period: No activity this period.
The SSHA development will begin when the particular system is
determined and the SRMP is established.

6
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5.5.3

Provide feedback to the SRMD based on PHA and SSHA compliance
with requirements.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
This task will begin during system evaluation and after the SRMP is
constituted.

5.6

System Certification: Participate in the Certification Inspection.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
System certification activities will begin at the conclusion of the testing and
evaluation period.

5.7

Initial Operating Capability (IOC) Tasks: Attend meetings and activities leading
to IOC and meetings and activities subsequent to the Operation Readiness
Decision (ORD) and commissioning of the system.
Effort this period:

5.8

No activity this period.

Northern Colorado Regional Airport’s acceptance into the Federal Contract
Tower Program. Meet with the FAA Federal Contract Tower Program manager,
FAA Policies and procedures Program Office and FAA executives to get FNL
moved to a position to be accepted into the Federal Contract Tower Program. If
accepted, the cost of the controller workforce will be paid by the FAA.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
Movement to assist FNL in being accepted into the FCT program will start after a
vendor’s system has been identified.

6.0

Project Milestones – Will correlate with FAA schedules.
Effort this period: The NextGen team has proposed high level Project milestones.

7.0

Remote Tower Project Deliverables
7.1

Site Survey and Report – Vendor
Status:

7.2

Awaiting selection of vendor.

ConOps – FAA NextGen-WEP&A
Status:

Draft ConOps complete finalization of ConOps will begin after the
remote tower system is determined.
Reference discussion above.
7
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7.3

ConUse (if required) – FAA NextGen-WEP&A
Status:

7.4

The draft ConUse document is in the process of being evaluated.
The final determination if a ConUse document is required will be
made by the FAA Requirements Group. Reference discussion
above.

Requirements Document – FAA NextGen
Status:

The RD will be complete after selection of a vendor and specific
system.
Reference discussion above.

7.5

FAT and SAT reports – Vendor and FAA NextGen
Status:

Awaiting selection of vendor.
Reference discussion above.

7.6

SRMD – FAA NextGen-WEP&A
Status:

Pending final system configuration identification.
Reference discussion above.

7.7

IOC and ORD activities – FAA
Status:

Pending contractor selection and project implementation.
Reference discussion above.

7.8

Final written project report – WEP&A
Status:

7.9

Pending project completion.

Monthly Progress Report to the Division of Aeronautics detailing the progress on
each task and the anticipated activity moving forward.
Status:

Current and ongoing.

Section B - Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS)
Section Narrative:
The Division was asked to attend a meeting of the Access Control Committee on
Thursday June 15, 2017 at the Region 4 Headquarters in Greeley to discuss UAS topics.
At that meeting, I provided a high level overview of requirements and limitations of the
Blanket Certificate of Waiver or Authorization (COA) and suggestions regarding
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establishing a UAS pilot training program and the desirability of establishing a safety risk
management panel to identify the list of hazards, develop risk (hazards evaluated
against severity and likelihood) and a definition of hazard mitigations. It is recommended
that the safety management analysis should closely mimic the FAA Safety Management
System (SMS) process.
The FAA has approved an Addendum to the minimum altitude requirement in Part
91.119 that provides some relief from the 500’ distance requirement in the Blanket COA.
It also provides relief from the limitation of night operations.
Various access control managers have received requests to fly a UAS in CDOT Right-ofWay. I explained that only the FAA can grant permission to operate a UAS and CDOT
should direct the questions to the FAA. At the request of the Access Control Committee,
I provided them with links to FAA web sites explaining the rules governing UAS
operation of public, commercial and hobby UASs.
Section C - Enhance Situational Awareness for Non-Towered Airports
Section Narrative:
I continue to work with the FAA and Mitre Corporation to develop a Level-of-Service for
enhanced air traffic services for airports to include remote towers. The result of this
study will be a recommendation of ways to provide enhanced air traffic services to
smaller, less active airports with limited FAA participation.
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